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SP Guard 
™

 
Spearphishing Protection For Enterprises 

 

Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) 
 

Intruders infiltrate networks using socially engineered emails to 

deceive personnel. Verizon estimates that 95% of all attacks tied 

to state-affiliated espionage employed spearphishing as a means of 

establishing a foothold in their intended victims’ systems. 

Mandiant, in their widely publicized APT1 study, reported that 

100% of the cyber-espionage perpetrated by China used 

spearphishing to infiltrate the victims’ systems.   

 

Spearphishing attacks the human element in dataprocessing 

systems by using highly targeted email in which the sender 

masquerades as a trusted counterpart to deceive the recipient into 

taking compromising actions. Recent spearphishing attacks of 

note include the White House Military Office, the Pentagon, the 

U.S. Natural Gas Pipeline Infrastructure, U.S. Financial 

Institutions, Military Drone Contractors, and the FBI. 

 

How can such a simple ploy be so effective? Because people are 

unable to effectively identify anomalous emails. Instead, people 

respond to three factors:   

 

• Perceived Relevance; 

• Urgency Clues; and 

• Habits. 

 

Using internet research, attackers manipulate these three factors to create highly individualized, highly targeted emails which 

deceive the recipient into triggering a chain of events that compromises the targeted systems. John Pescator, SANS Institute, 

concluded, “It’s not that the Chinese have some unbeatable way of breaking into a network. What is innovative is their 

targeting.” 

 

APT Defense: People Are the Problem, Email is the Portal, SP Guard is the Solution 
 

The lynchpin of a spearphishing attack is deception, exploiting the technological weaknesses of email systems to deceive users. 

Current solutions to spearphishing are built upon detection. Early detection suffers from a fatal defect – the malicious activity 

must be detected before the defensive measures can be instituted. Iconix 

fights spearphishing by preventing the deception that starts the 

compromising chain of events.  

 

Using patented technology, Iconix overcomes the sender identification 

deficiency of current email systems by providing a trust indicator to signal 

users which emails come from trusted senders. Our patents cover: 
 

� Using the icons to intuitively identify trustworthy senders ; 
� Filtering based on sender  identity methods ; and 

� Providing additional sender data in a hover-over. 

 
Without SP Guard, personnel receiving spearphishing emails are left to 

guesswork in determining if the email should be trusted. That guesswork is 

made in a decision space that is manipulated by the attacker. With SP Guard 

installed, IT is able to provide personnel with real-time identification of 

trusted senders. SP Guard is like IFF (Identification: Friend or Foe) for 

email.  

 

Users will decide which emails to trust. That decision can be guesswork or it can be guided by IT. 


